Observation of Interference Between Two Bose Condensates


Interference between two freely expanding Bose-Einstein condensates has been observed. Two condensates separated by ~40 micrometers were created by evaporatively cooling sodium atoms in a double-well potential formed by magnetic and optical forces. High contrast-matter-wave interference fringes with a period of ~15 micrometers were observed after switching off the potential and letting the condensates expand for 40 milliseconds and overlap. This demonstrates that Bose condensed atoms are "laser-like"; that is, they are coherent and show long-range correlations. These results have direct implications for the atom laser and the Josephson effect for atoms.

The realization of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in dilute atomic gases has created great interest in this new form of matter. One of its striking features is a macroscopic population of the quantum-mechanical ground state of the system at finite temperature. The Bose condensate is characterized by the absence of thermal excitation; its kinetic energy is solely the result of zero-point motion in the trapping potential (in general, modified by the repulsive interaction between atoms). This is the property that has been used to detect and study the Bose condensate in previous experiments. The Bose-Einstein phase transition was observed by the sudden appearance of a "peak" of ultracold atoms, either in images of ballistic expanding clouds (time-of-flight pictures) (I–3) or as a dense core inside the magnetic trap (4, 5). The anisotropic expansion of the cloud (I–3) and the appearance of collective excitations at frequencies different from multiples of the trapping frequency (6, 7) were found to be in quantitative agreement with the predictions of the mean-field theory for a weakly interacting Bose gas (8–11). However, similar anistropic expansion and excitation frequencies have been predicted for a dense classical gas in the hydrodynamic regime (12, 13) and are therefore not distinctive features of BEC. Indeed, the nonlinear Schrödinger equation is equivalent to a hydrodynamic equation for superfluid flow, which, in many situations, is very similar to a classical hydrodynamic equation (9, 13, 14). Previous BEC studies have mainly concerned the "very cold" nature of the Bose condensate but have not revealed properties that directly reflect its coherent nature, such as its phase, order parameter (macroscopic wave function), or long-range order. In superconductors, the phase of the order parameter was directly observed through the Josephson effect, whereas in superfluid helium the observation of the motion of quantized vortices (15) provided indirect evidence. The coherence of a Bose condensate has been the subject of many theoretical studies. Kagan and collaborators predicted that the Bose condensate will form first as a quasi-condensate consisting of very cold atoms but lacking long-range order, which is only established on a much longer time...
Several groups discussed interference experiments and quantum tunneling for condensates (18-29). If the condensate is initially in a state of well-defined atom number, its order parameter, which is the macroscopic wave function, vanishes. However, the quantum measurement process should still lead to quantum interference and "create" the phase of the condensate (20, 23-25, 27, 28), thus breaking the global gauge invariance that reflects particle number conservation (30). This is analogous to Anderson’s famous gedanken experiment, testing whether two initially separated buckets of superfluid helium would show a fixed value of the relative phase—and therefore a Josephson current—as they were connected (31).

Arguments for and against such a fixed relative phase have been given (31, 32). Even if this phase exists, there has been some doubt as to whether it can be directly measured, because it was predicted to be affected by collisions during ballistic expansion (12, 26) or by phase diffusion resulting from the mean field of Bose condensed atoms (21, 25, 27, 33). Additionally, the phase of the condensate plays a crucial role in discussions of an atom laser, a source of coherent matter waves (34-37).

The phase of a condensate is the argument of a complex number (the macroscopic wave function) and is not an observable. Only the relative phase between two condensates can be measured. Here, we report on the observation of high-contrast interference between two atomic Bose condensates, which is clear evidence for coherence in such systems.

**The experimental setup.** Two Bose condensates were produced using a modification of our previous setup (3, 7). Sodium atoms were optically cooled and trapped and were then transferred into a double-well potential. The atoms were further cooled by radio frequency (rf)-induced evaporation (38). The condensates were confined in a cloverleaf magnetic trap (3), with the trapping potential determined by the axial curvature of the magnetic field $B'' = 94$ G cm$^{-2}$, the radial gradient $B' = 120$ G cm$^{-1}$, and the bias field $B_0 = 0.75$ G. The atom clouds were cigar-shaped, with the long axis horizontal. A double-well potential was created by focusing blue-detuned far-off-resonant laser light into the center of the magnetic trap, generating a repulsive optical dipole force. Because of the far detuning of the argon ion laser line at 514 nm relative to the sodium resonance at 589 nm, heating from spontaneous emission was negligible. This laser beam was focused into a light sheet with a cross section of 12 μm by 67 μm (1/e$^2$ radii), with its long axis perpendicular to the long axes of the condensates. The argon ion laser beam propagated nearly collinearly with the vertical probe beam. We aligned the light sheet by imaging the focused argon ion laser beam with the same camera used to image the condensates.

Evaporative cooling was extended well below the transition temperature to obtain condensates without a discernible normal fraction. Condensates containing $5\times10^6$ sodium atoms in the $F = 1, m_F = -1$ ground state were produced within 30 s. The presence of the laser-light sheet neither changed the number of condensed atoms from our previous work (3) nor required a modification of the evaporation path; hence, problems with heating encountered earlier with an optically plugged magnetic trap (2) were purely technical. In the present application, the argon ion laser beam was not needed to avoid a loss process, and thus we had complete freedom in the choice of laser power and focal parameters.

The double condensate was directly observed by nondestructive phase-contrast imaging (Fig. 1A). This technique is an extension of our previous work on dispersive imaging (4) and greatly improved the signal-to-noise ratio. The probe light frequency was far detuned from a resonant transition (1.77 GHz to the red), and thus absorption was negligible. Images were formed by photons scattered coherently in the forward direction. The phase modulation caused by the condensate was transformed into an intensity modulation at the camera by retarding the transmitted probe beam by a quarter-wave with a phase plate in the Fourier plane. Previously, the transmitted probe beam was blocked by a thin wire (dark-ground imaging).

Interference between the condensates was observed by simultaneously switching off the magnetic trap and the argon ion laser-light sheet. The two expanding condensates overlapped and were observed by absorption imaging. After 40 ms time-of-flight, an optical pumping beam transferred the atoms from the $F = 1$ hyperfine state to the $F = 2$ state. With a 10-μs delay, the atoms were exposed to a short (50 μs) circularly polarized probe beam resonant with the $F = 2 \rightarrow F' = 3$ transition and absorbed ~20 photons each. Under these conditions, the atoms moved ~5 μm horizontally during the exposure.

Absorption imaging usually integrates along the line of sight and therefore has only two-dimensional spatial resolution. Because the depth of field for 15-μm fringes is comparable to the size of an expanded cloud, and because the fringes are in general not parallel to the axis of the probe light, line-of-sight integration would cause considerable blurring. We avoided this problem and achieved three-dimensional resolution by restricting absorption of the probe light to a thin horizontal slice of the cloud. The optical pumping beam was focused into a light sheet of adjustable thickness (typically 100 μm) and a width of a few millimeters; this pumping beam propagated perpendicularly to the probe light and parallel to the long axis of the trap (39). As a result, the
probe light was only absorbed by a thin slice of the cloud where the atoms were optically pumped. Because high spatial resolution was required from only the fraction of atoms residing in the slice, a good signal-to-noise ratio required condensates with millions of atoms.

Interference between two Bose condensates. In general, the pattern of interference fringes differs for continuous and pulsed sources. Two point-like monochromatic continuous sources would produce curved (hyperbolic) interference fringes. In contrast, two point-like pulsed sources show straight interference fringes; if $d$ is the separation between two point-like condensates, then their relative speed at any point in space is $dt$, where $t$ is the delay between pulsing on the source (switching off the trap) and observation. The fringe period is the de Broglie wavelength $\lambda$ associated with the relative motion of atoms with mass $m$,

$$\lambda = \frac{\hbar}{md}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\hbar$ is Planck’s constant. The amplitude and contrast of the interference pattern depends on the overlap between the two condensates.

The interference pattern of two condensates after 40 ms time-of-flight is shown in Fig. 2. A series of measurements with fringe spacings of $\sim 15$ $\mu$m showed a contrast varying between 20 and 40%. When the imaging system was calibrated with a standard optical test pattern, we found $\sim 40\%$ contrast at the same spatial frequency. Hence, the contrast of the atomic interference was between 50 and 100%. Because the condensates are much larger than the observed fringe spacing, they must have a high degree of spatial coherence.

We observed that the fringe period became smaller for larger powers of the argon ion laser-light sheet (Fig. 3A). Larger power increased the distance between the two condensates (Fig. 1A). From phase-contrast images, we determined the distance $d$ between the density maxima of the two condensates versus argon ion laser power. The fringe period versus maxima separation (Fig. 3B) is in reasonable agreement with the prediction of Eq. 1, although this equation strictly applies only to two point sources. Wallis et al. (26) calculated the interference pattern for two extended condensates in a harmonic potential with a Gaussian barrier. They concluded that Eq. 1 remains valid for the central fringes if $d$ is replaced by the geometric mean of the separation of the centers of mass and the distance between the density maxima of the two condensates. This prediction is also shown in Fig. 3B. The agreement is satisfactory given our experimental uncertainties in the determination of the maxima separations ($\sim 3$ $\mu$m) and of the center-of-mass separations ($\sim 20\%$). We conclude that the numerical simulations for extended interacting condensates (26) are consistent with the observed fringe periods.

We performed a series of tests to support our interpretation of matter-wave interference. To demonstrate that the fringe pattern was caused by two condensates, we compared it with the pattern from a single condensate (this is equivalent to performing a double-slit experiment and covering one of the slits). One condensate was illuminated with a focused beam of weak resonant light 20 ms before release, causing it to disappear almost completely as a result of optical pumping to untrapped states and evaporation after heating by photon recoil (Fig. 1B).

The resulting time-of-flight image did not exhibit interference, and the profile of a single expanded condensate matched one side of the profile of a double condensate (Fig. 4). The profile of a single expanded condensate showed some coarse structure, which most likely resulted from the nonparabolic shape of the confining potential. We found that the structure became more pronounced when the focus of the argon ion laser had some weak secondary-intensity maxima. In addition, the interference between two condensates disappeared when the argon ion laser-light sheet was left on for...
2 ms after the magnetic trap was switched off. The absorption images showed that the two condensates were pushed apart and did not subsequently overlap.

Another test confirmed that the fringes were not attributable to density waves of two colliding condensates. Because the interference pattern depends on the phases of the condensates, the fringes should be sensitive to perturbations that strongly affect the phase but weakly affect the motion. Applying resonant rf radiation during the expansion of the two condensates caused a reduction of the fringe contrast by up to a factor of $4$. The greatest reduction in contrast was found when the rf was swept 23 times between 0 and 300 kHz at 1 kHz. When a single condensate was exposed to the same rf radiation, no clearly discernible differences in the time-of-flight pictures were found. A possible explanation for the reduced fringe contrast is that frequent sweeps through the resonance in slightly inhomogeneous dc and rf magnetic fields created atoms in different superpositions of hyperfine states that only partially interfered.

The visibility of the fringes depended critically on several imaging parameters, as expected for the observation of such a finely striated structure. The fringes became almost invisible when the thickness of the optical pumping sheet was increased to 800 $\mu$m, whereas the focus of the imaging system could be varied over a wider range of up to $\pm 1$ mm without losing contrast. This implies that the fringes were at a small angle ($\sim 20$ mrad) with respect to the probe beam.

The interference was remarkably robust. The fringes were very regular, although no attempt was made to control residual magnetic fields during the expansion. The high contrast implies that neither phase diffusion during expansion nor collisions with normal atoms were important. The latter aspect was studied in more detail when the rf evaporation was stopped at higher temperatures. We still observed fringes of identical contrast (40), but with decreasing amplitude because of the smaller number of condensed atoms.

At the transition temperature, the fringes and the condensate disappeared.

We now consider whether the two condensates were truly independent. When the power of the argon ion laser was varied, we realized both well-separated and connected condensates. The chemical potential of the Bose condensates was $\sim 4$ kHz. The height of the barrier created by the argon ion laser was estimated to be $\sim 2$ kHz per milliwatt of power. At 100-mW laser power, the barrier height was 10 $\mu$K, resulting in a cloud that was already split well above the phase transition temperature of $\sim 2$ $\mu$K. The tunneling time of well-separated condensates was estimated to be greater than the age of the universe (19), and thus our experiment should be equivalent to Anderson’s gedanken experiment (“What is the relative phase of two buckets of liquid helium?”) (31) and also to an interference experiment between two independent lasers (41). Two independent condensates will show high-contrast interference fringes with a phase that varies between experiments (20, 23, 24, 27). In our experiment, however, even a fixed relative phase would have been detected as being random because of mechanical instabilities on a $10^{-\mu}$m scale. Once it becomes possible to distinguish between fixed and random phases, we should be able to investigate how phase coherence is established and lost. One possible experiment would be to adiabatically switch on the magnetic light sheet, thus splitting a single condensate, and to study how a definite phase becomes random as a function of time.

For argon ion laser powers below 4 mW, the interference pattern was slightly curved and symmetric about a central fringe that was always dark (Fig. 2). We conjecture that for small separations, the two condensates overlap very early during the expansion and interactions between them are not negligible. When the power of the laser-light sheet was lowered further, the number of fringes decreased, while the central dark feature persisted and eventually lost contrast. For such low powers we were in the regime where the condensates were not fully separated.

The observation of matter-wave interference with a $15^{-\mu}$m period required sources of atoms with a matter wavelength of 30 $\mu$m, corresponding to a kinetic energy of 0.5 nK or 1/260th of the single-photon recoil energy. This energy is much smaller than the mean-field energy of Bose condensates in our trap ($\sim 100$ nK) and also much less than the zero-point energy ($\sim 15$ nK). Fortunately, the extremely anisotropic expansion of the condensates released from the cloverleaf trap yields atoms with very long de Broglie wavelengths in the axial direction.

**Outlook.** The techniques of condensate cutting and three-dimensional absorption imaging described above open up possibilities for further investigations. We have switched off the trap and observed the existence of the relative phase of two condensates. The next logical step is to combine this technique with our recently demonstrated output coupler for a Bose condensate (42). In the case of recording the interference pattern for the first output pulse, we can observe a coherent state of the trapped condensate through the quantum measurement process. Subsequent output pulses could be used to study the time evolution of the phase and the loss of coherence resulting from phase diffusion (21, 27, 33).

By using a thinner barrier ($\sim 1$ $\mu$m) between the two condensates, it should be possible to reliably establish a weak link and study quantum tunneling, or the Josephson effect, for atoms (18, 19, 29). For superconductors, the Josephson effect is the usual way of detecting the phase of the order parameter. For atomic Bose condensates, we observed a relative phase directly. This is an example of the complementary physics that can be explored with Bose condensation in dilute atomic gases. Moreover, we have shown the technical feasibility of manipulating magnetically trapped Bose condensates with far-off-resonant laser beams. Hence, it is possible to perform "microsurgery" of Bose condensates, such as shaping the trapping potential or creating localized excitations (for example, using such a laser beam as a "paddle wheel" to excite rotational motion).

The observation of high-contrast interference fringes is clear evidence for spatial coherence over the extent of the condensates (43). In theoretical treatments, coherence (off-diagonal long-range order) has been used as the defining criterion for BEC (30). Our results also demonstrate that a Bose condensate consists of "laser-like" atoms, or atoms that interfere without any further selection by collimating apertures. This opens up the field of coherent atomic beams. Our recent work on an output coupler for a Bose condensate (42) already contained all the elements of an atom laser (44), because it created multiple pulses that should have a coherence length exceeding the size of a single condensate. Although this has been described as the first realization of an atom laser (45), we felt the demonstration that Bose condensed atoms have a measurable phase was a crucial missing feature. The present work addresses this issue and demonstrates that a Bose condensate with an output coupler is an atom laser.

**Note added in proof:** We have recently combined the rf output coupler (42) with the observation of interference between two condensates. The output pulse from a split condensate showed high-contrast interference that was very similar to the results discussed above (46). This proves that the rf output coupler preserves the coherence of the condensates.
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